In general I like the paper, it is a snapshot of the current status of de novo assembly with MiniIon and gives the possibility to a reader to have an idea of what tools to use and what results to expect.
I have some concerns that I want the authors to address: -they often say in the text "kept the best assembly for each software" (e.g., page 6 line 141). They employ many metrics to discuss about assembly (contiguity, gene coverage, indels) and I like it a lot, but it is not clear how they select the "best" assembly. If for example they choose the best assembly based only on contiguity they might be constantly choosing assemblies affected by many errors, while less contiguous assemblies might be characterized by more correct sequences -page 6 line 152: "a high proportion of mismateches and indels" : this needs to be more specific, what is "high proportion"? -The abstract is pretty positive about using only MiniIon data in de novo assembly, or at least that is my impression. Moreover, from the abstract and from the introduction part I was expecting to read about a MiniIon only evaluation and comparison. Instead, the assemblies presented in Table 1 and the various discussions on the evaluation show that all MiniIon assemblies needed Pilon (and therefore the 300X Illumina coverage) to be corrected. Moreover, to finish up the gneomes 8Kbp and 20Kbp library have been used, and I assume these are MP Illumina libraries. Therefore, I am now pretty skeptical about the ability of miniion to assemble alone yeast genome... I think that the abstract needs to be toned down and pint point more the need of complementary technologies to obtain a final assembly.
I want to point out this paper (I am one of the authors) https://gigascience.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13742-015-0094-1
In this paper a multi-technology approch is followed combining Illumina, PacBio, and Optical Maps on an yeast genome. In case you have a similar variaty to the one assembled in this paper would be nice to compare the assembly presented in the paper with the MiniIon assembly... This is a plus, but I think it would really show potentials of MiniIon.
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